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MARCH 2023 

This month brings the vernal equinox and the arrival of spring in the northern 
hemisphere. The energies are for growth this month, especially for women and for the 
men of the house. Both men and women had a tough go in February, but it should 
smooth out in March. 

That being said, there are some rough spots in the month. Let’s start with those first…. 

The center sector is challenged. 

The small wood and small metal energies of the 4 and 7 stars combine to create harsh 
words and ill will. Be sure to add blue items, seashells, or an evil eye, blue elephant and 
rhino to keep family feathers from becoming ruffled and to hold down accident or illness 
energy. 

The 7 star is also the COVID star, so here at the start of spring and fall, this is a time 
when flu, RSV, and COVID could see a resurgence. Be cautious with health and 
maintain vigilance against infection this month. 

The east sector hosts the 5 Yellow 

The month 5 star flies into the east sector of health to join up with the 2 star. Though 
held down by the wood energy of the east, the 5 emboldens the 2 star, and like two 
rowdy teenagers, they can create health and financial concerns. Be especially careful of 
walking and beware of trip hazards as injuries that take you off your feet could occur.  

Lastly is the 2 star that flies to the south. 

Although this star is usually an annoyance, this month it joins up with the 8 star to 
create a scenario of completion. For those with a south bedroom or front door, be sure 
to remove any red colors or candles from this location so you don’t activate the 2 star. 
Look for areas where you can bring something in your life to completion to take 
advantage of the silver lining of the 8 and 2 coming together this month. 

Now, let’s move on to the good news for March 

As I mentioned earlier the southwest sector of women and the northwest sector of men 
both host two of the most welcome stars this month.  

The first up is the 8 prosperity star that bodes well for anyone with a northwest bedroom 
or front door and for the men of the house. The second is the love star that shows up for 
southwest houses bringing with it a shower of rose petals and a sweet perfume. 
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Hopefully, if relationships with women have been strained, this month should help to 
smooth out some of those wrinkles. Romantic relationships will also benefit so be sure 
to add items of love in this sector. 

The blessings star moves to the southeast. 

This indicates travel and international opportunities for the oldest daughter or for anyone 
with a bedroom or front door in this corner. Be sure to activate this corner with a wealth 
bowl or pretty crystals. 

Make the most of the energies you have this month and do keep a watch out for 
infection. With the center and the east corners both having challenging energies that 
could affect health, be sure stock up on good vitamins and make sure to get plenty of 
rest, fresh air, and healthful eating this month! 

Chi and crackers, 

       

 

   

Flying Star Monthly Overview*  

March 6 – April 4, 2023 

*Be looking for changes to begin now and try to have your enhancements and remedies in place before 
the actual date of change. Often, feng shui changes occur about four days before the actual date. 
 *Please note that water and plants should not be placed in bedrooms. Instead use wood objects or a 
water symbol such as a shell.  

Southeast Sector of Wealth and Accumulated Assets, Oldest Daughter 
(Hips/Thighs)        
3/6 – Heavenly blessings arrive this month  

Display faux gold and bars of gold or round crystal balls (6) to stimulate 
prosperity and heaven luck and make testy teenagers easier to live with! 
Potential problems with legs or injury while traveling. Older and younger 
generations could argue. Good fortune from influential people or 
international opportunity. Place wealth bowl here. 

South Sector of Reputation, Recognition, Social Status (Eyes, Heart)        
8/2 – Sum of ten brings completion energy 
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Possible psychic insights this month. Watch dreams. The illness star is 
transformed this month because of the sum of ten configuration.  A good 
time to ask for a raise at work.  Careful of illnesses related to the stomach, 
eyes, and blood pressure.  Very young and very old people should avoid this 
sector.  Add wu luo here to help health. 

Southwest Sector of Marriage, Romance and Woman of the House (Abdominal 
Region)       
1/4 – Peach blossom luck brings romance and opportunity for travel, writing 

Literary fame. Women advance academically and in sales. Writers and artists 
get a boost if their offices, door, or bedroom is in this sector.  Daughters meet 
potential mates, too, or have plenty to choose from.  Display love objects to 
boost the romantic potential. Add pens and calligraphy to this area if you are 
a writer or student. Excellent location to study for exams or write. 

East Sector of Health, Family Relationships, Oldest Son (Feet)  
2/5 – Watch health and finances closely. 

This sector has very difficult energy this month.  Be cautious with health, 
money, and family relationships.  Oldest son is especially vulnerable and 
could become with serious illness like cancer, broken limbs, etc.  Avoid red 
colors, candles and bright lights and loud noise.  Move pregnant women from 
this area.  If door is here, use another door. Place 5 element pagoda or six-rod 
windchime in this sector and add metal elements.  

Center -- Sector of Health, Wealth and Happiness (Spine) 
4/7 – Watch for arguments, accident or theft this month 

Arguments and bickering in the household could results in harsh words 
being spoken.  Accidents from metal can also occur.  The oldest daughter 
could also be threatened with robbery or with slander or accusations about 
sexual promiscuity.  Couples could separate; divorce. Family rifts could 
become permanent. Add 3 lucky bamboo in water, evil eye, or blue 
rhinoceros. 

West Sector of Creative Projects, Children (Mouth, Teeth) 
6/9 – Opportunity for recognition but watch arguments with male children  

Watch for disagreements from the youngest son and husband.  Males could 
become rebellious.  Watch for lung problems and blood pressure difficulties, 
particularly for man of the house if this sector has the front door, bedroom, 
kitchen, or living area.  Add crystals to boost heaven luck and hold down 
quarrels. 
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Northeast Sector of Wisdom, Decision-Making, Education (Hands) 
7/1 – Opportunity and victory comes this month.  

Good prosperity at work but watch for coworkers who are saying bad things 
about you.  Display a rooster at work.  Watch for injuries related to metal.  Add 
a shells, conch shell, quiet water feature here to handle the metal energy and 
stimulate the 1 wealth star.  Good energy for salespeople and for travel.  
Watch for dog bites or animal injuries.  

North Sector of Career, Generating Income, Business, Opportunity (Ears) 
9/3 – Watch for difficulties and arguments with co-workers 

Watch for arguments with co-workers, friends or neighbors.  Students excel 
this month. Potential, though, for some recognition and fame for women and 
young men. Intelligence heightened, rise in income from education. Add 
lights and red candles, and colors to stimulate the fame element.   

Northwest Sector of Helpful People, Benefactors, Travel, Man of the House (Head)  
5/8 – Prosperity star brings benefits and opportunities 

The prosperity star resides in this sector this month giving man of the house 
financial opportunities and promotion. Careful of injuries to limbs. Move 
children out of this sector. Oldest daughter could become ill, boys could 
become sick. Display a water symbol or small fountain here here to boost the 
wealth potential of this sector.   
 

   

 

   

Understanding the Numbers  

This is a brief overview of each of the stars and what they represent to help you interpret the monthly 
energies above. Look at both the descriptions to understand how they might work together.  

The first star is the annual star. The second star is the monthly star and the energy that 
is moving in to the sector for the month ahead. The way the energies work together is 
significant. Sometimes they work together in a friendly, beneficial way and sometimes 
it's negative and harmful. Be sure to read the descriptions fully to understand the 
energies.  
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1 Star -- Widely regarded as very beneficial for career opportunity, income, financial 
growth, new money and income. Use metal to boost this star.  

2 Star -- The 2 star is a star that creates annoyances such as lingering illness like 
allergies. It can create financial difficulties or problems wherever the star lands. Metal 
usually helps to hold down this star's negative energies.  

3 Star -- Anger, legal problems and gossip are the typical problems that show up when 
the 3 star is around. Diffuse tension and anger with red colors and candles. Always 
follow the recommendations in the monthly review above.  

4 Star -- This star is associated with good luck in communications, writing, travel and 
sales. It's also good for boosting your sexiness or romantic opportunity. Boost with 
water unless fidelity is a concern.  

5 Star -- The 5 star is the worst of all the stars. It can create major problems, severe 
illness or terrible accidents. Keep the area quiet wherever this star falls and use moving 
metal (pendulum clock) to disarm.  

6 Star -- It's always good news when the 6 star arrives as it brings recognition from 
influential people, windfalls, winnings, and good news for speculation, gambling and 
stocks. Add gems and stones to boost.  

7 Star -- The 7 star creates problems with deception, theft, arguments and problems 
with the teeth. Water helps to control it or red colors can also help.  

8 Star -- The 8 star is deemed as the most favorable star of all. It brings all manner of 
good news and opportunity. The eight is also considered to be fortunate for business 
advancement and good financial news. Use lights and red colors to boost its energy or 
water, depending upon its location.  

9 Star -- This is a mutable star. It can be favorable or unfavorable depending on the star 
it joins with. Typically, it represents future luck and it can also bring about social 
advancement and good fortune.    

8 Star -- The 8 star is deemed as the most favorable star of all. It brings all manner of 
good news and opportunity. The eight is also considered to be fortunate for business 
advancement and good financial news. Use lights and red colors to boost its energy or 
water, depending upon its location.  

9 Star -- This is a mutable star. It can be favorable or unfavorable depending on the star 
it joins with. Typically, it represents future luck and it can also bring about social 
advancement and good fortune.  
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